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Overview
The StudioLive Series III (SIII) mixers offer fully recallable cue mixes with low latency multitrack
playback monitoring when used with DAW control mode for Studio One. The following diagram/items
show how Studio One stereo cue mixes are set up in DAW control:
Assigning Studio One USB outputs to SIII USB inputs.
Setting the SIII’s assigned stereo channels as the output for the FlexMix bus.
In DAW control mode, the SIII’s Mix 1-8 controls Sends and Mix 9-16 controls stereo cue
mixes.
The split between Mix 1-8 and Mix 9-16 is why the first cue mix in Studio One will always be
controlled by the Mix 9 button.
The SIII’s FlexMix bus faders “control” the cue levels for Studio One channels.
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Getting Started (Computer’s Audio In)
Select Tape [Edit], and select [USB], and adjust the
“Tape to Main” encoder knob to the 2:00 position.
Power Tip: You can now test your Windows default audio
player to confirm if you are now getting sound. USB
channels 37/38 are the source of audio to the Series III
mixers.

StudioLive Series III (TRS) Mix Outputs
This document focuses on using 1/4” TRS cables to match the connections used often on studio
headphone amplifiers and therefore will be using the last two pairs of 1/4” TRS Mix Out connectors.
The chart below identifies the connections to use for the mixer. Please note that setup for the 64S is
not applicable due to lack of TRS connections. Please refer to the “Studio One Integration and Quick
Start for StudioLive™ Mixers Reference Manual” for cue mix setup instructions using XLR connections.
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1. Configure Studio One Audio I/O Setup

Studio One Main Mix

In Studio One, at Audio I/O Setup, click the “Outputs” tab and select “Channel 37/38” for the Main Mix
outputs per the illustration above.
Studio One Cues

1. Click the [Add (Stereo)] button to create the first stereo output, rename it “Mix 9” to match the
[Mix 9] button in DAW mode, and select “Channel 33/34”. Click the [Cue mix] box to activate
your first Studio One cue mix.
2. Click the [Add (Stereo)] button to create a second stereo output, rename it “Mix 10” to match
the [Mix 10] button in DAW mode, and select “Channel 35/36”. Click the [Cue mix] box for your
second Studio One cue mix.
Save this I/O Config in Studio One and name it “SIII-2 Cue Mixes” to recall it later.

2. Assigning Studio One Cue Mixes to SIII Mix Outputs
Assigning Studio One’s First Cue [Mix 9] to SIII Mix Outputs
This option will link the first cue mix available for Studio One [Mix 9] to the first defined
pair of USB linked SIII’s FlexMix bus [Mix 13-14]. If you have a Series III 16 or 32SC use [Mix 7-8]
instead.
1. Attach 1/4” TRS cables between SIII’s Mix Outputs 13-14 to a stereo pair of inputs on your
headphone amplifier.
2. Make sure [DAW] mode is off.
3. Select [Mix 13] and press [Link] on the Fat Channel. Adjacent buttons should both be lit.
4. Select the [Inputs] button (blue button on the far left).
5. Press [Next] until you see the Aux channels (A1 and A2) on the Scribble Strips.
6. Select A1 (Aux In 1) and deselect [Main] and select [USB] on the Fat Channel.
7. On the Fat Channel, turn “Mix 13-14 Width” encoder hard right to 100% to create a stereo
output.
8. Raise the A1 fader level to Unity and the Master fader level to -20db or an appropriate
level for your headphone amp.
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Assigning Studio One’s Second Cue [Mix 10] to SIII Mix Outputs
This option will link the second Cue mix available for Studio One [Mix 10] to the second defined
pair of USB linked SIII’s FlexMix bus [Mix 15-16]. If you have a Series III 16 or 32SC use [Mix 9-10]
instead.
1. Attach 1/4” TRS cables between Mix Out 15-16 to a stereo pair of inputs on your headphone
amplifier.
2. Make sure [DAW] mode is off.
3. Select [Mix 15] and press [Link] on the Fat Channel. Adjacent buttons should both be lit.
4. Select the [Inputs] button (blue button on the far left).
5. Press [Next] until you see the Aux channels (A1 and A2) on the Scribble Strips.
6. Select A2 (Aux In 2) and deselect [Main] and select [USB] on the Fat Channel.
7. On the Fat Channel, turn “Mix 15-16 Width” encoder hard right to 100% to create a stereo
output.
8. Raise the A2 fader level to Unity and the Master fader level to -20db or an appropriate level
for your headphone amp.
Save this Project/Scene on your SIII and name it "DAW-2 Cue Mixes" to recall it later.

3. Adjusting Studio One Cue Mix Levels via the SIII Mixer
1. With a song open in Studio One configured using the steps above and press the [DAW] mode
button. Always verify the [User] button is lit.
2. Play the song. Listen thru headphones or the mixer’s monitor settings (see next section).
3. On the mixer, select the [Mix 9] or [Mix 10] button and adjust the faders you want to be
included in your cue mix. These mix buttons are now linked to the Cue Mix sends in Studio One
and work independently from the main mix.

Studio One “Mix 9” and “Mix 10” Cue Mixes
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Additional Monitoring Options
Monitoring via the Front of Mixer Headphone or Monitors
1. On the SIII, select the [Edit] button below the
Monitors/Phones knobs.
2. Select the [Phones] tab for headphones.
3. Select the [Monitor] tab for monitors.
4. In DAW mode, to hear Studio One’s first cue out, select the
assigned Mix (13-14) to correspond to the FlexMix bus in
non-DAW mode.
5. To hear Studio One’s second cue out, select the assigned
Mix (15-16) to correspond to the FlexMix bus in non-DAW
mode.
6. Adjust the Phones knob to set a comfortable level for your
headphones
7. When finished, select “Main” on the display to return the
main mix to your headphones.
If you have a Series III 16 or 32SC, use MIX 7-8 or MIX 9-10 instead.
Note: Looking for an easy way to provide a
personal-monitor solution? Click the following link
for how to set up “QMIX-UC for Mobile Devices”
StudioLive™ Software Library Reference Manual
Chapter Six: QMIX-UC for Mobile Devices
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